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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Predictive immune signatures such as the T-effector, the 26-gene “Renal 101 Immuno signature” and the
18-gene T-cell inflamed gene expression profile were developed in clinical trials enrolling predominantly Caucasians and
there is a dearth of literature comparing tumor biology between African American (AA) and Caucasian patients.
OBJECTIVE: To compare the immune gene signature expression in AA (n = 55) and Caucasian (n = 457) patients.
METHODS: Raw gene expression count data were downloaded from the TCGA KIRC dataset and tumor samples from
“white” and “black or AA” patients were selected. The gene expression values of the immune signatures were VST-transformed
normalized counts and compared between the groups.
RESULTS: There were 457 Caucasian and 55 AA patients in the TCGA. The immune gene expression in all three signatures
was significantly lower in AA patients compared to Caucasians (p < 0.05). We validated our findings in an independent
dataset using Nanostring Immune Profile Panel. Since the majority of AA tumors in TCGA were stage I (71%), we compared
gene expression between stage I AA tumors (n = 39) with stage I Caucasian tumors (n = 220). Once again, the immune gene
expression was significantly lower in AA patients compared to Caucasians (p < 0.05), indicating differences in tumor biology
between the races.
CONCLUSIONS: Low expression of predictive immune gene signatures in AA compared to Caucasian patients indicates
a possible difference in the biology of their tumors. Future studies are needed to validate our findings in other datasets and
to study the predictive role of these signatures in AA patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) are key ther-
apeutic agents to treat metastatic renal cell carcinoma
(RCC). However, their benefits are limited to a subset
of patients [1–3]. Markers such as tumor muta-
tion burden, copy number alterations and PD-L1
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expression have not been predictive for ICI response
in RCC and mutations in PBRM1 correlated with
ICI response in some but not all studies [1, 4,
5]. In an attempt to identify signatures predictive
of response to ICI, several groups have performed
gene expression profiling on tumor samples from
clinical trials using ICI in metastatic RCC. The T-
effector (TeffHigh) gene signature, the 26-gene “Renal
101 Immuno signature” and the 18-gene T-cell
inflamed gene expression profile (GEP) are three such
signatures that correlated with improved response
to ICI-based combinations in first-line metastatic
RCC trials [1–3]. In IMmotion150, a randomized
phase 2 study of atezolizumab alone or combined
with bevacizumab versus sunitinib in treatment-naı̈ve
metastatic RCC, high expression of Teff gene signa-
ture positively correlated with progression-free sur-
vival (PFS) benefit with atezolizumab/bevacizumab
combination compared to sunitinib [1]. Likewise, in
the JAVELIN Renal 101 trial, a randomized phase 3
study of avelumab with axitinib versus sunitinib in
treatment-naı̈ve metastatic RCC, a 26-gene “Renal
101 Immuno signature” was identified. Patients with
higher Immuno signature expression had a longer
PFS in the avelumab/axitinib arm but not in the
sunitinib arm [2]. Additionally, the TeffHigh gene sig-
nature from IMmotion150, when applied to JAVELIN
101, also identified patients more likely to benefit
from avelumab/axitinib. Finally, the 18–gene T-cell
inflamed gene expression profile correlated with
response to pembrolizumab in the single-arm phase 2
trial KEYNOTE-427 using first-line pembrolizumab
in metastatic RCC patients [3].

However, these clinical trials primarily comprised
of Caucasian patients and lacked subgroup analyses
to determine the benefit of ICI-based combinations or
the applicability of these signatures in African Amer-
ican (AA) patients. Although previous studies have
shown that multiple factors such as cultural, socioe-
conomic, psychosocial, and healthcare access lead
to higher cancer burden and poor disease outcomes
in AA patients [6, 7], our knowledge of the extent
to which tumor biology contributes to the reported
level of disparities in RCC is limited. While studies
comparing the immune microenvironment between
the two races in other cancer types have identified
significant biological differences, [8–11] there are
few studies in the scientific literature exploring the
differences in biology of RCC in AA patients com-
pared to Caucasians. In one study, comparison of
19 AA patients with 400 Caucasian from the TCGA
KIRC dataset revealed lower VHL mutations, lower

expression of HIF and VEGF-associated pathways,
and an enrichment of the aggressive ccB molecular
subtype in the AA patients [12]. To further delve into
the differences in tumor microenvironment between
AA and Caucasian RCC tumors, here we compare the
expression of the aforementioned predictive immune
signatures in AA patients compared to Caucasians.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Raw gene expression count data from the TCGA
kidney clear cell (KIRC) data set were downloaded
from the publicly available TCGA data portal, and
tumor samples from “white” and “black or AA”
patients were selected. The expression values of each
of the genes in the T-eff, Renal 101 Immuno signature
and 18-gene T-cell inflamed gene expression pro-
file were VST-transformed normalized counts (this
is a variance-stabilizing transformation defined in
the R/Bioconductor package DESeq2 [13] which
yields log2-scaled expression values adjusted for
different “size factors” in the samples) and com-
pared between the AA and Caucasian patients. The
displayed p-values are from Wilcoxon two-sample
rank sum tests, with no adjustment for multiple
comparisons (but note that in signatures with only
18–26 genes, a p-value of 0.001 will be significant
even after accounting for multiplicity). We used the
Wilcoxon test as it appropriately tests expression val-
ues displayed in boxplot(s), requires no distributional
assumptions, and does not depend on terms other than
race that were included in the model given to DESeq.

Table 1
Patient characteristics in the TCGA dataset

African American Caucasians
(N = 56) (N = 459)

Stage
T1N0M0 39 (69.6%) 221 (48.1%)
T2N0M0 6 (10.7%) 49 (10.7%)
T3N0M0 8 (14.2%) 102 (22.2%)
T4N0M0 0 2 (0.4%)
anyTN+M0 0 10 (2.2%)
anyTN0M1 3 (5.3%) 71 (15.5%)
anyTN + M1 0 4 (0.87%)

Synchronous 4 (6.7%) 0
Metachronous 47 (80%) 395 (86%)
Not reported 5 (10.2%) 64 (14%)
Median age at diagnosis (yrs) 59.5 61
Metastatic 3 (5.3%) 75 (16.3%)
Non-metastatic 53 (95%) 384 (83.6%)
Gender

Male 27 (48.2%) 308 (67.1%)
Female 29 (51.7%) 151 (32.9%)
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Fig. 1. Box plots comparing log-scale normalized gene expression between African American (green) (N = 55) and Caucasian (red) (N = 457)
patients in the TCGA dataset. A. Genes in the T-effector signature from IMmotion150 study, B. Genes in the 18-gene T-cell inflamed gene
expression profile from KN-427 study, C. Genes in the Javelin101 Renal 101 Immuno signature from Javelin101 study.
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Fig. 2. Box plots comparing log-scale normalized gene expression between African American (green) (N = 39) and Caucasian (red) (N = 220)
patients in stage I tumors in the TCGA dataset. A. Genes in the T-effector signature from IMmotion150 study, B. Genes in the 18-gene T-cell
inflamed gene expression profile from KN-427 study, C. Genes in the Javelin101 Renal 101 Immuno signature from Javelin101 study.
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RESULTS

There were 457 Caucasian and 55 AA patients in
the TCGA with non-missing tumor stage and avail-
able gene expression data. In the TCGA KIRC dataset
most patients had non-metastatic disease and in all
patients transcriptomic sequencing was performed in
the primary tumor (Table 1). We found that the indi-
vidual gene expression in each immune signature was
significantly lower in AA patients compared to Cau-
casians in the TCGA dataset (p < 0.05) (Fig. 1). We
validated this finding in an independent dataset of
100 Caucasian and 15 AA patients with stage T1b
or higher RCC with available gene expression data
using the Nanostring 770 Immune Profile Panel. A
similar pattern of reduced median log-2 normalized
gene expression in all but 1 gene was observed in AA
patients (Supplemental Figure 1).

Since most (39 of 55 (71%)) AA patients in the
TCGA dataset were stage I, compared to 220 of 457
(48%) Caucasians, we then evaluated if immune gene
expression varies with tumor stage. Indeed, compar-
ison of gene expression by stage (stage I vs stage
II-IV) in the TCGA KIRC dataset showed signif-
icantly lower immune signature expression in low
vs high stage tumors (Supplemental Figure 2). We
then controlled for stage and compared immune sig-
nature gene expression between stage I AA and stage
I Caucasian tumors in the TCGA. Consistent with
our previous finding, stage I AA tumors still had a
significantly lower expression of genes in each of the
immune signatures compared to the stage I Caucasian
tumors (Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION

Our finding of low expression of predictive
immune gene signatures in AA patients compared
to Caucasians indicates a possible difference in
the biology of the tumors between the races. The
Teff signature included genes representing T-effector
presence and function, IFN-� response, checkpoint
inhibitors, and antigen presentation, [1] the Renal
101 Immuno signature comprised regulators of both
adaptive and innate immune responses (T cell and
NK cell), cell trafficking, and inflammation but dis-
played limited overlap with the IMmotion 150 Teff
signature [2]. The KN427 T-cell–inflamed GEP com-
prised of 18 genes indicative of a T-cell–activated
TME, again with little overlap with the other two sig-
natures [3]. Characterizing the inherent differences in

tumor biology in AA patients will allow detection of
molecular events that are enriched in this population
as well as identify immune signatures predictive for
ICI response specifically in AA patients.

The finding that immune gene expression varies
with tumor stage indicates that the choice of tumor
specimen used for signature testing may influence
the ability of the signature to be predictive of ICI
response. This is interesting because 63% of tumor
specimens in Javelin101 were collected from archival
nephrectomy samples, and in KN427, archival tis-
sue sample < 3 years prior to study enrollment were
encouraged but not mandated. Future studies are
needed to validate our findings in other datasets and
to study the published predictive immune signatures
specifically in AA patients.
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